Single-dimension Software Pipelining (SSP) has been proposed as an effective software pipelining technique for multidimensional loops [18] . However, the scheduling methods that actually produce the kernel code have not been published yet. Because of the multi-dimensional nature of SSP kernels, the scheduling problem is more complex and challenging than with modulo scheduling. The scheduler must handle multiple subkernels and initiation rates, scheduling constraints specific to SSP while producing a solution that minimizes the execution time of the final schedule.
Introduction
Software pipelining (SWP) is an important loop scheduling technique that overlaps the execution of consecutive iterations of a loop to explores instruction-level parallelism [9, 14, 1, 8, 15, 19, 7, 2, 11, 10, 22] . Traditionally, it is applied to the innermost loop of a loop nest. The schedule can be extended to outer loops by hierarchical reduction [9, 12, 20] . Alternately, loop transformations can be performed to the innermost loop before SWP [3, 21, 13] .
Single-dimension Software Pipelining (SSP) [18] is a unique resource-constrained framework for software pipelining a loop nest. The scheduling technique overlaps the iterations of any loop in a loop nest which satisfy the dependence constraints. The compilation framework is shown in Fig. 1 . First the loop level deemed the most profitable is selected and the multi-dimensional data dependence graph (n-D DDG) is simplified into a one-dimensional DDG (1-D DDG) to be sent as input to the scheduler [18] . The kernel is then computed. If the register pressure is reasonable [5] , registers are allocated [16] and the final code is generated [17] . However, the scheduling methods that actually produce the kernel code have not been published yet. In this paper, we present for the first time algorithms for the kernel generation step. The kernel generation itself is far from simple -as it involves the overlapping of operations from several iteration levels (dimensions) of a loop nest, a challenge not encountered in traditional software pipelining. There now is one subkernel per loop level in the loop nest, each one with its own initiation interval. Those subkernels interact with each other and optimizing one subkernel could have a negative impact on the others. Moreover, when the scheduler fails and the initiation interval must be increased, which subkernel should be chosen? After all, the main challenge is to generate a kernel that will, at the same time, minimize the execution time of the final multi-dimensional schedule.
Three approaches are proposed and studied. The level-by-level approach schedules the subkernel one by one starting from the innermost. Once a subkernel has been scheduled, it cannot be undone. The flat approach does not lock a subkernel once fully scheduled. Operations from any loop level may be considered and undo previous decisions made in a different subkernel. A larger solution space can therefore be explored. Finally, the hybrid approach schedules the innermost subkernel first and locks it. The other operations are then scheduled using the flat method. It allows for a shorter compilation time than the fast method while exploring a large solution space and focusing resources on the innermost loop.
We also break an SSP limitation that forced operation from different loop levels to be scheduled in distinct stages and that may artificially bloat the size of the kernel. We prove that, with minor modifications to the code generator and without code size increase, operations other than innermost can actually be scheduled in the same stage than operations from a different level.
The proposed approaches and heuristics associated with them have been implemented in the Open64/ORC compiler and analyzed on loop nests from the Livermore and NAS benchmarks. Experimental results show that the three approaches produces comparable schedules in terms of execution time and register pressure. However the level-by-level approach is more scalable and less dependent on the heuristics being used. The hybrid approach suffers from the drawbacks of the two other methods.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First, the modulo scheduling technique used for single loops is reviewed, followed by the SSP technique for multi-dimensional loops. In section 2, the kernel generation problem for SSP is presented, along with the associated issues. Section 3 explain how to schedule operations from different levels into the same stage. The next section presents the scheduling methods in details. The last three sections are devoted toward experiments, related work, and conclusion, respectively.
The SSP Kernel Generation Problem

Single-Dimension Software Pipelining
Single-dimension Software Pipelining (SSP) [18, 17, 16, 5 ] is a resource-constrained software pipelining method for both perfect and imperfect loop nests with a rectangular iteration space. Unlike other approaches [9, 6, 20, 12] , SSP does not necessarily software pipeline the innermost loop of a loop nest, but directly software pipelines the loop level estimated to be the most profitable. The advantage of SSP over modulo-scheduling (MS) is that instruction-level parallelism or data cache reuse properties present in the outer loops are now accessible. Without prior iteration space transformations, a faster schedule with better cache performance can be found. If the innermost loop level is chosen, SSP is equivalent to classical modulo scheduling. SSP retains the simplicity of modulo scheduling, and yet may achieve significantly higher performance [18] .
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Modulo cycle stage index The final SSP schedule is derived from the SSP kernel. Unlike MS kernels, the SSP kernels have multiple initiation intervals and are composed of one subkernel K i per loop level i in the loop nest. Each subkernel has its own number of stages S i and initiation interval T i . We note f i and l i the index of the first and last stages of K i in the full kernel. Some slots must be empty because of the level separation constraint presented next (Fig. 2 ).
Problem Statement
The operations in the kernel must obey the constraints described below. The resource constraint is the same as with MS. However the dependence constraints now includes the number of unused cycles term (uc), corresponding to the empty stages. uc will be defined in Sec. 4. The sequential and level separation constraints only exist in SSP. Let σ(op) be the schedule time of operation op in the kernel. Then we have:
• Resource Constraint: at any given cycle of the kernel, a hardware resource is not allocated to more than one operation.
• Dependence Constraint:
for all the dependences from the 1-D DDG from op 1 to op 2 where δ is the latency of the dependence and k the distance.
• Sequential Constraint: • Level Separation Constraint: operations from different loop levels cannot be scheduled in the same stage.
The SSP kernel generation problem can then be formulated as follows: given a set of loop nest operations and the associated 1-D DDG, schedule the operations so that the scheduling constraints are honored and the initiation interval of each subkernel is minimized. Even in the simplest case where the loop nest is a single loop, the problem is NP-hard.
Issues
Besides satisfying all the constraints mentioned above, several issues need to be solved. First, the kernel is composed of subkernel with different initiation intervals which must be respected during the scheduling process. In Fig. 3(a) , the II of the innermost kernel is 2. When inserting op 4 , op 3 must be ejected to maintain the current II. Also, if a subkernel is rescheduled to a different cycle, one must make sure that subkernel is not truncated as shown in Fig. 3 
(b)
Then the multiple II feature raises issues of its own. Which loop level should have priority when minimizing the II of the subkernels. When the scheduler cannot find a solution and the II of one subkernel must be incremented, which subkernel to choose. Fig. 4 shows examples of poor schedule because of poor II increment decisions. 
Breaking the Level Separation Constraint
The level separation constraint was originally introduced for implementation reasons. Operations from different levels were required to be scheduled in distinct stages. We now show that this constraint is unnecessary and can be simplified. The advantage is two-fold. First, it gives more freedom to the scheduler which may be able to find a more compact kernel as shown in Fig. 5 where op 1 and op 2 are from different loop levels but scheduled in the same stage. Second, because the number of stages is decreased, so is the register pressure. Since the innermost loop is most frequently executed, it is not desirable to put operations from other levels into the innermost sub-kernel, in case they artificially increase its II. Also the conditional emission of operations in the innermost stages still require code duplication to be used. Therefore, we enforce instead a weak limitation, called the innermost level separation limitation, that forbids outer loop operations to be scheduled into the innermost loop stages. 
Solution
The algorithm framework, shared by the three approaches, is derived from Huff's algorithm [1, 14, 8] and shown in Fig. 7 . Starting with II=MII, the scheduler proceeds as follows. The minimum legal scheduling distance (mindist) between any two dependent operations is computed. Using the mindist information, the earliest and latest start time, estart and lstart respectively, of each operation is computed. The difference lstart − estart, called slack, is representative of the freedom of the operations to be scheduled in the kernel. The operations are then scheduled in the kernel one after the other in a heuristic-based operation selection order. If the scheduling of the current operation does not cause any resource conflict, the choice is validated. Otherwise the conflicting operations are ejected. In both cases the estart and lstart values of the other operations are updated accordingly. The process is repeated until all the operations are scheduled. After too many iterations without success, the II of one of the subkernels is incremented and the scheduler starts over. When a solution is found, the scheduler enforces sequential constraint and returns successfully. The different steps are detailed in the next subsections.
The proposed approaches and the algorithm framework is correct. As shown in the next subsections, all the scheduling constraints have been respected. Because the algorithm is based on the modulo scheduling, the resource constraints are also honored.
Moreover, when applied to a single loop or to the innermost loop of a loop nest, the method becomes the Huff's modulo scheduling algorithm. Therefore our method subsumes modulo-scheduling as a special case. 
Scheduling Approaches
Three different scheduling approaches are proposed. Flat scheduling treats the loop nest as if it were "flattened" as a single loop. When backtracking, conflicting operations from all levels can be ejected from the schedule. The main advantage of this approach is its flexibility. Early decisions can always be undone. Such flexibility leads to a larger solution space, and potentially better schedules. On the down side, the search space might become too large and the method too slow to find a solution in time.
With level-by-level scheduling, the operations are scheduled in the order of their loop levels, starting from the innermost. Once all the operations of one level are scheduled, the entire schedule becomes a virtual operation from the point of view of the enclosing level. The virtual operation acts as a white box both for dependences and resource usage. A direct property is that a subkernel computed earlier cannot be undone through backtracking. The method has the advantage of being relatively simple and fast. However the early scheduling decisions made in the inner loops might prevent the scheduler from reaching optimal solutions in the outer levels. Figure 8 shows an example where the level-by-level scheduler is forced to increase the initiation interval of the outer kernel to 3 in order to schedule op1. On the other hand, a flat scheduler can reschedule inner operations in other scheduling cycles and produce a final kernel with II = 2.
The hybrid approach embeds the flat scheduling into a level-by-level framework. The innermost level is scheduled first. Its kernel becomes a virtual operation and the flat scheduling method is used for the other loop levels. The hybrid approach is intuitively a good compromise between level-by-level and 
Enforcement of the SSP Scheduling Constraints
The dependences are enforced through the mindist table. If there is a dependence between two operations op 1 and op 2 with a latency of δ and a distance of k, then we have the dependence constraint:
Because the mindist value is computed once and for all before scheduling the operations, we need to express the right-hand side of the inequality independently of the schedule time of op 1 and op 2 . U c corresponds to the number of empty cycles in the kernel between op 1 and op 2 in the final schedule. A tight upper bound is the number of stages between the two operations, ⌊σ(op 2 )/T ⌋−⌊σ(op 1 )/T ⌋+1+k, times the maximum number of empty cycles in a stage, T − T n . and because x − 1 < ⌊x⌋ ≤ x, we have:
If Equ. 1 is verified for that upper bound, then it is always verified. By injecting the upper bound of uc from Equ. 2, we obtain after simplification: The right-hand side value of Equ. 3 is the value used to initialize mindist(op 1 , op 2 ). By construction, it guarantees that the dependence constraint is always enforced.
The sequential constraint is not enforced during the scheduling process, but as a posteriori transformation once a schedule that satisfies all other constraints has been found. The schedule is then scanned and the sequential constraint checked. If it is not honored between two operations, empty stages are inserted in the schedule until it is honored. The case occurs rarely enough to justify such a technique.
To enforce the innermost level separation limitation without any extra computation cost, the schedule is conceptually split into three scheduling blocks: bef ore, innermost and af ter. Operations that lexically appear before (after, respectively) the innermost loop are scheduled independently into the 'before' ('after') scheduling block (Fig. 9) . Innermost operations are scheduled into the 'innermost' scheduling block. Within each scheduling block, the length of the schedule may vary without breaking the separation limitation and final length of the full schedule is only known at the very end. The modulo resource reservation table is shared between the three blocks.
When an operation is scheduled or when an operation is ejected, the slack of dependent operations must be recomputed. In modulo scheduling, such an update is level-by-level and only operations that need it are updated. Our case is slightly different to take care of the innermost level separation limitation. In implementation, a dummy START and a dummy STOP operations are inserted and pre-scheduled at the beginning and the end of each of the three scheduling blocks. If a dummy operation of one block is ejected and rescheduled, because the distance between operations are related with the length of each block, the slack of every operation within this block has to be recomputed.
Kernel Integrity
In the flat approach, the II is enforced by scheduling the operations first within the current boundaries of the subkernel. If impossible, the operation is scheduled at some other cycle. The subkernel is then correspondingly moved. All the operations not within the boundaries of the kernel are ejected. In the level-by-level approach, the problem never arises as the subkernels are scheduled separately.
In the level-by-level approach, the integrity of the subkernels is enforced by forbidding the cycles that would cause the subkernel to be truncated. With the flat approach, the problem does not exist because the subkernels are never locked until the very end.
Operation Selection
The order in which operations are selected for scheduling influences the final shape of the kernel. The following primary scheduling priorities based on the level of operations are used. In innermost first order, the operations are scheduled in depth order, starting from the innermost. In lexical order, the operations are scheduled in the order they appear in the original source code. The lexical order follows the order of most of the dependencies in the 1-D DDG. In block lexical order, the operations are scheduled in the order of scheduling blocks: before-innermost-after. The scheduling order follows the natural order of the execution of the loops and of most dependencies. Finally, in unsorted order, the loop level of the operations does not influence the scheduling priority.
After the primary scheduling priorities, three secondary scheduling priorities are used to break ties. With slack priority the operations with a smaller slack are scheduled first. Critical operations, i.e. operations that use any critical resource (a resource used 90% of the time or more in the schedule), have their slack divided by two to increase their priority. With smaller lstart priority the operations with a smaller latest start time are scheduled first. The priority can be seen as a top-down scheduling approach. And with larger estart priority the operations with a larger earliest start time are scheduled first. It is a bottom-up scheduling approach.
Operation Scheduling
Once an operation has been chosen as the next candidate for scheduling, a schedule cycle that satisfy the dependence, resource and level separation limitation must be allocated to it. There are several steps to choose such a cycle. First one must identify the range of possible cycles where to schedule the operation. An operation can be scheduled between its estart and lstart values. If the operation is to be scheduled in a top-down approach, find the smallest cycle within that range. Make sure that the operation is scheduled within the II of the loop level it belongs to, and that it only uses available resources. If the operation is to be scheduled in a bottom-up approach, find the latest cycle satisfying the same conditions. If the operation was scheduled but has been ejected since, start the search after the cycle it was scheduled to save time. If no cycle could be found, ignore the other scheduled operations, the availability of resources, and the II of the level of the operation. If the operation is the virtual operation, then schedule it only where it will not be truncated as explained earlier. Operations that may be in conflict with the candidate operation will be ejected and rescheduled later.
Initiation Interval Increment
When the scheduler fails to find a solution with the current set of II values for each level, one loop level must be chosen and its II incremented by one. Several approaches are proposed. With lowest slack first, the average slack of the operations of each level is computed. The II of the loop level with the lowest average slack value is incremented. With innermost first, used in conjunction with the innermost first scheduling priority, the levels are considered from the innermost to the outermost. The first level that did not manage to schedule all its operations is chosen to increase the II. Its inner loops do not need to increase their IIs because they, at some point during the scheduling process, managed to have all their operations scheduled. Finally, with lexical, used in conjunction with the lexical scheduling priority, the first loop level in lexical order that did not manage to schedule all its operations is chosen to increase the II.
The last two approaches, innermost first and lexical, are dependent on the chosen scheduling priority scheme. They cannot be used for other scheduling priorities.
Experiments
We have implemented the proposed approaches and heuristics in the native Open64/ORC2.1 compiler and tested loop nests amenable to SSP from the NAS benchmark suite and the Livermore loop kernels. Every level but the innermost was tried leading on a total of 24 loop nests. Each schedule was run three times on an Itanium workstation.
Results showed that the three approaches produces comparable schedules in terms of execution time and register pressure. However the level-by-level approach is more scalable and less dependent on the heuristics being used. The hybrid approach suffers from the drawbacks of the two other methods. Fig. 10 . Overall SSP schedules are 35% faster than MS schedules but uses on average 3.5 times more integer registers. The performance of the three proposed approaches is comparable with a small advantage to the level-by-level approach. Indeed the search space of the flat method is much larger than for the level-by-level approach and a solution cannot always be found in a reasonable amount of time. In that case, the II of one level is increased, leading to sub-optimal solution and a higher execution time. A direct consequence of this is a smaller number of stages and therefore a lower register pressure. When the number of operations is limited, the flat approach is comparable to the level-by-level approach.
Comparison of the Scheduling Approaches
The hybrid approach shows performance numbers below expectation. It appears that the method took the worst of the two others. It puts pressure on the scheduler by giving too much priority to the innermost level while being overwhelmed by the size of the solution space when using the flat scheduler. Figure 11 compares the results of the different operation selection heuristics for each scheduling approach. The minimum execution time and register pressures were recorded and the relative difference of each heuristic to the minimum was computed for each test case. The average is shown in the figure. The first letter U, L, I, or B stand for the primary selection method: Unsorted, Lexical, Innermost first or Block lexical respectively. The second letter S, E, or L for the secondary method: Slack, largest Estart or smallest Lstart. Level-by-Level scheduling was only tested for the unsorted primary method because all methods are equivalent when a single loop level is scheduled at a time. The flat scheduler appears to be highly dependent on the heuristics used. There is no clear best heuristic. On average, each heuristic gives a solution 7.5% slower than the best heuristic for a give loop nest while the integer register pressure is on average 18% higher. The best compromise can be found with B/S and L/S. This high variations is also explained by the size of the solution space. Under the looser constraints used by the flat scheduler, there exist several correct solutions that can be attained.
Comparison of the Operation Selection Heuristics
Under tighter constraints, used by the level-by-level scheduler and indirectly by the hybrid approach, those variations disappear. The choice of the heuristics seems to have no influence on the quality of the computed solution. Figure 12 compares the II increment heuristics for the flat and hybrid schedulers where the heuristics matter. As before, the average relative difference to the minimum for each test case under the same scheduling approach is measured. The three heuristics, lowest Slack, Innermost first, and Lexical, are noted S, I, and L, respectively. For the flat scheduler, the lexical order produces the fastest schedules. One may add that the register pressure is higher though. Indeed, because the right level is chosen when the II is incremented, a tighter solution is found. With a lower II, the number of stages is greater and so is the register pressure. Lower execution time comes to the expense of registers.
Comparison of the II Increment Heuristics
For the hybrid scheduler, the impact of the II increment heuristics is limited. Indeed, the innermost level, which contains most of the operations, is treated as a special case. Therefore there is not much scheduling pressure left for the other levels (2 to 3 maximum).
Related Work
SSP is not the only method to software pipeline loop nests. But it is the first one that has performed a complete and systematic study on each of the subjects: scheduling, register allocation, and code generation [18, 16, 17] .
MS techniques were extended to handle loop nests through hierarchical reduction [9, 20, 12] , in order to overlap the prolog and the epilog of the inner loops of successive outer loop iterations. Although seemingly similar in idea to the level-by-level approach proposed here, hierarchical reduction software pipelines every loop level of the loop nest starting from the innermost, dependencies and resource usage permitting. The dependence graph needs to be reconstructed each time before scheduling each level, and cache effects are not considered. SSP only tries to software pipeline a single level and to execute its inner loops sequentially. MS has also been combined with prior loop transformations [3, 21, 13] .
Finally, there exists other theoretical loop nest software pipelining techniques such as hyperplane scheduling [4] . They however do not consider fine-grain resources such as function units.
Conclusion
This paper proposed for the first time kernel generation methods (flat, level-by-level, hybrid) and heuristics for the Single-dimension Software Pipelining framework. The flat approach schedules all the operations of the loop nest simultaneously. The level-by-level approach schedules the operations one level at a time. Decisions made in deeper levels cannot be undone. The hybrid approach uses the level-by-level approach for the innermost level and the flat approach for the others. We also break the strict level separation limitation introduced in earlier publications [17] . We proved that each technique enforces all the SSP scheduling constraints.
Experiments demonstrated that, although the three approaches shows comparable schedules in terms of execution and register pressure, the level-by-level method is to be preferred because it is more scalable and less dependent on the heuristics than the flat method. The hybrid approach unfortunately inherited the drawbacks of the two other methods and produces slightly slower solutions.
